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2 leading frameworks
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Well, Higgs is just another fundamental 
scalar bosons, and more is coming…!

mstop > 1 TeV

No, Higgs is just another composite 
resonance we are familiar with …!

~

Naturalness Paradigm Under Pressure

AdS/CFT
warped extra dimension
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SUSY top partner searches
see Greg Landsberg’s and Lucia MASETTI’s talk today
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How about Run 2? 

Single production with Boosted Analysis 
becomes more important! 

Backovic, Flacke, SL, Perez `14 
Backovic, Flacke, Kim, SL (x2),`15 
Flacke, SL, Serodio, Parolini, `16  
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No Resonance, No New Physics? Naturalness?
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picture adapted from Francesco Riva

New Physics for EWSB 
 in the tail?

No Resonance, No New Physics? Naturalness?
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 New Physics may appear solely as a continuum

-approximately conformal sector (i.e. CFT broken by IR cutoff)
-multi-particle states with strong dynamics  (branch cut at 4m𝜋2 in 
𝜋𝜋→𝜋𝜋 scattering)
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No Resonance, No New Physics? Naturalness?
 New Physics may appear solely as a continuum

- If the new strong dynamics responsible for furnishing a composite 
Higgs is near a quantum critical point, the composite spectrum may 
effectively consist of a continuum with a mass gap.

-  In this scenario, poles corresponding to the composite top 
partner (and vector meson) excitations have merged into a 
branch cut in the scattering amplitude.
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Higgs & Quantum Phase Transition
Condensed matter systems can produce a light scalar by tuning the parameters close 
to a critical value where a continuous phase transition occurs.

Sachdev, arXiv:1102.4268

Bellazzini, Csaki, Hubisz, SL, Serra, Terning
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We are here



AdS5 field

AdS/CFT



Witten, Klebanov 99’

AdS/CFT



❖ Randall Sundrum 2 (only UV brane and bulk): cuts from 0  (CFT)
❖ RS1: putting IR cutoff at TeV
❖ New type of IR cutoff (soft wall) gives rise to a different phenomenology

dilaton

broken CFT

IR brane is replaced 
by curvature singularity, 
at which metric vanishes

z Karch, Katz, Son, Stephaniv 06`
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broken CFT by IR cutoff



soft wall (AdS/QCD)

EOM:

 “Schrödinger Eqn”.:

 => continuum begins at: 

! 1 (infinite well)         => just like IR brane:  
                                   KK towers

5D UnHiggs: Falkowski, Perez-Victoria ’08 
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Modeling the QCH: generalized free fields

Generalized Free Fields Polyakov, early ‘70s- skeleton expansions



Quantum Critical Higgs (Generalized Free Fields)

 5D model:

Soft wall terminates CFT with continuum, not set of KK modes

With the discovery of Higgs, 
we need a pole (125 GeV) 
and a gap to BSM continuum

Bellazzini, Csaki, Hubisz, SL, Serra, Terning
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A Natural Quantum Critical Higgs: 5D model
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Higgs arises from CFT with a domain wall (IR brane)

UV

soft  
wallAdS

IR

light

SM


particles

Higgs,

W,Z,   ,g 

tR

deep IR

tL

IR-localized Higgs  
Potential

taking a pole (physical Higgs) out of CFT 
=> arises as a composite bound state of CFT

Csaki, SL, Lombardo, work in progress



A “more” Natural Quantum Critical Higgs: 5D model
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Continuum Naturalness?
 New Physics (e.g. Top partner) appear solely as a continuum

Csaki, Lombardo, Lee, SL, Telem (appear soon)

-Similar stories for continuum top partners
-Set of EFT operators searches

tR

gauge bosons
EWSB

- KK gluon / colored octet example

New Physics is hidden in the tail region!!
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- elementary fields which mix with the composite operators and the 
form factors:

-  2-point function <tt> is given by
 Källén-Lehmann
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 MCHM (Agashe, Contino, Pomarol)  =>  continuum version

Csaki, Lombardo, Lee, SL, Telem; to appear soon

- elementary fields which mix with the composite operators and the 
form factors:

-  2-point function <tt> is given by
 Källén-Lehmann

-  gauge invariant way:

-  non-local effective action:



Continuum Top Partners
Csaki, Lombardo, Lee, SL, Telem; to appear soon

same-sign 
dileptons

 Can we hide top partners at the LHC?

- depending on profile of the spectral density
- calculate top partner production for a given 

- quadratic divergence cancellation:  the discrete sum rule turns
into a continuous integral over the top partners 



Continuum Super-partners

 New Physics (e.g. Top partner) appear solely as a continuum

-SUSY + soft-wall (CFT with IR cutoff):

Cai, Cheng, Medina, 
Terning (09’)

SL, Terning, (and amazing phD students); work in progress

-combined to give gaugino mediation (solving flavor problem): hiding 
gaugino decaying into multiple leptons and missing ET



Summary

 The presence of a continuum can drastically change the LHC

phenomenology of new BSM resonances

 new signals:

 we provided a model where the strong dynamics of confinement

furnishes a continuum and bound states which mix together

- enhancements to off-shell behavior of SM DOFs from mixing with

continuum

- top partners and New Physics may be hidden in the tail!


